
Camu Mobile 
Solutions – A 
University in Your 
Pocket!
Learn, transact, access 
data anytime, anywhere.
The impact of a smartphone on society is unparalleled. 
With just a few clicks and swipes, one can shop for 
groceries, pay their taxes, book holidays, watch movies, 
read books, and even earn a diploma! This powerful 
technology has evolved from being a mere means of 
communication to a significant enabler in our lives, 
empowering every decision, and simplifying every action.



MyCamu App for Students
From orientation to graduation, and everything in between, 
Camu mobile helps students monitor, manage and maintain 
their academic lifecycles with proficiency. Be it, programme 
objectives or course credits, lecture timetables or 
attendance levels, assessment schedules or grading 
patterns, online enrolments or fee structures – all functions 
are rendered seamless and stress-free. Think of this as a 
student’s portable life manager. 

Features such as Digital Services can be used to place 
important requests for administrative items like ID cards 
and leaving certificates. Simultaneously, the efficient 
Assignment tab is fully functional with reference materials, 
detailed rubrics, and even a dedicated platform to upload 
the content as an A4 document or presentation.

The intuitive Message tab works like any other messaging 
app, enabling students to interact with faculty 24/7 for 
doubt solving and query management. Additionally, the 
Teaching Plan screen provides in-depth details into the 
subjects, units, subtopics, date of completion and other 
requirements. For those who have missed out on live 
lectures, recordings are available for perusing. 

To this end, the Camu Mobile App 
seeks to synchronise a world of 
academic tasks, functions, 
information and resources into 
one accessible portal for students, 
parents, teaching faculty and 
management. Given the challenges 
that the COVID-19 pandemic has 
brought about, the Camu Mobile 
App serves as an even more 
valuable learning and 
development tool. 

Let us take a look at how each 
stakeholder benefits from My Camu.

Simplicity, 
synchronisation, 
minimal effort 
and time; now, 
students have 
something that 
moves according 
to their unique 
pace!



Camu mobile instils a sense of confidence and ease in parents, 
granting them the means to check their child’s progress online, 
and communicate with teachers via an interactive chat platform. 
From settling invoices to scheduling consultations, and even 
monitoring transportation routes, the app becomes the ultimate 
friend to parents. Plus, one need not log in multiple times to 
review each child’s profile.

A feature like Institutional Info becomes especially handy for 
parents. It provides a comprehensive list of contact information 
(phone numbers, email ids) to turn to, from General 
Enquiry to Admission Office to Grievance Cell. The 
Appointment tab is another vital function that enables 
parents to book meetings with teaching faculty or other 
staff, programming the session based on date, time, 
faculty member, and purpose of visit. Another screen 
made available to parents includes Billing, the 
one-stop-shop for partial and/or full payments. Of 
particular significance is the My Bus feature that allows 
parents to track their kids’ location, showcasing details 
like boarding points and arrival times.

Convenience, organisation, accessibility, 
and enhanced communication! Parents can 
breathe a sigh of relief with Camu mobile.

From settling invoices 
to scheduling 
consultations, and 
even monitoring 
transportation 
routes, the app 
becomes the ultimate 
friend to parents. 

MyCamu App for Parents



Camu mobile grants faculty the necessary tools and resources to simplify 
the entire teaching process by bringing together all knowledge related 
functions. Having one integrated Learning Management System and 
Student Information System enables a single harmonious unit, increasing 
cross-departmental efficiencies.

Faculty have access to a wide variety of dashboards such as Receipts 
Summary, Admissions Summary, Attendance Summary, Enquiry and more, 
granting them complete autonomy in academic governance. They can 
track their tasks efficiently through Task Management, and chat with other 
staff members through Message. 

The Teaching Plan Tab allows the principal to view a pie chart of the 
collective departments, programmes, semesters and subjects. Not only 
can he/she track each teacher's progress (how much of the syllabus is 
completed), but can also monitor which rooms or laboratories are in use. 
The teachers can use the same tab to create subject-wise plans, mark 
attendance, update information, and more. Other important screens 
include My Timetable and Assignment, granting faculty the means to 
schedule lessons, curate assignments, correct exam papers, compute 
marks and provide feedback online.

Optimisation, speed, collaboration, governance – 
Camu mobile can do it all!

This powerful mobile technology gauges the 
needs of all stakeholders, converting a 

smartphone into a mini university, on the go!

Camu for Teaching Faculty and Management 

Get the mobility edge for your institution. 
Register for a Demo Today

REGISTER
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www.camudigitalcampus.com
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For more information on Camu 
for Higher Education


